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As one of the fastest growing outlets of entertainment news for African Americans, Cocoa Hollywood combines red 
carpet reports, breaking news on celebrities and pop culture to push the conversation forward about the importance of 

being socially responsible. 

Cocoa Hollywood Media and Consulting, LLC was launched in 2018 as an inclusive platform covering 
entertainment news for multiple ethnicities. The world is booming with diversity and mainstream entertainment news 
outlets often fail to cover stories that are relevant to this complex audience. 


Cocoa Hollywood was created to showcase ALL ethnicities heating up Hollywood.  Cocoa Hollywood Media aims to 
be the premiere online Entertainment News Magazine dedicated to showcasing the philanthropic efforts of celebrities 
of color. We’re showing there is real value in being generous and community minded. We also provide opportunities for 
Journalists to cover entertainment news and philanthropic ventures of celebrities of color. It's no accident our logo is a 
rainbow of melanin. We cover what's hot in Hollywood and beyond. 


All are welcome here. 

Who are we

Cocoa Hollywood Media also works with small business owners and personal brands to help 
manage their public image and create a media strategy for their brand. This is accomplished 
through a number of services including: writing press releases, website design, developing a 
Social Media Campaign, Social Media Audit, getting booked as an expert and preparing for an 
on camera interview. 


Clients turn to Cocoa Hollywood Media because of our expertise with 
TV News and our experience with marketing and social media.  Our 
team is led by Margo Spann, an award winning journalist and 
seasoned Field Marketing Manager. She has managed successful field 
marketing campaigns for Nestle (Nescafe Dolce Gusto) and Visa 
(Contactless Pay). 
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Good Morning Europe, Interview Aretha Franklin’s Impact

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=307295963166646

Honoring R&B Icon, Lionel Richie

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10156159411959725

R&B Legend Bobby Brown on BobbiKristina’s Legacy

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10156154433819725


Wishman Premiere: The Story of the Founder of Make A Wish

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=358965784806002
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Social Media

Twitter Followers: 2k  
https://twitter.com/Margospann

15K Total Followers* 
59% Male 	 	 

41% Female


54% Are Single

45% Are 18-24 years old


14% Annual Household Income $75-$99K


51% Have completed high school

38% Have completed college


65% based in Milwaukee/ Midwest Region

25% based in Los Angeles

10% International (Indonesia, France, Algeria)


*Combined analytics from Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 

Instagram Followers: 9k 
https://www.instagram.com/foxxynews/

Facebook Followers: 4k 
https://www.facebook.com/CocoaHollywood/
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